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Ranked as the #1 golf instruction book of all-time by golflearning.com The teachings of Ernest

Jones are of a distant generation, yet no one with the possible exception of Percy Boomer, has

such an influence on modern day golf instruction. Jones is quoted in countless magazine articles,

and golf instruction books by well known players and teachers, including Jack Nicklaus, and Gary

McCord. McCord, most well known for his humor in golf broadcasts, is a very intelligent and serious

student of the golf swing. In his book Golf for Dummies, McCord lists Swing the Clubhead as one of

his Top Ten Golf Books.
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"... incredible ability to convey to the reader the feel of a centrifugal motion in a golf swing." -- Golf

Digest"Swing The Clubhead" is the key thought for producing a sound and repeating golf swing. --

ErnestJones.netThis book is our NUMBER ONE recommendation for players at all levels. --

golflearning.com

Publisher's Note: This book is not "Swing the Clubhead and Cut Your Golf Score," by Ernest Jones

and David Eisenberg, Copyright 1952. It is a revised and retitled version of an earlier Ernest Jones'

work titled, "Swinging Into Golf." It is not our intent to devalue the collector editions of earlier Jones'

books, but to make his teachings available for all golfers at a reasonable price. With the death of

Ernest Jones, his life's work was slowly becoming extinct to all except book collectors. We believe

Ernest Jones devoted his life and published his books to help golfers improve their game - NOT

FOR BOOK COLLECTORS TO IMPROVE THEIR BANK ACCOUNT! -John Hall Publisher Skylane



Publishing

"Read 'Swing the Clubhead' by Ernest Jones and that's all you need to know about the golf

swing."These words from Mark Greenslit, Director of Golf at Ojai Valley Inn & Spa, sent me to .com

to find the book. And a small, tidy little book it is, and well worth the short time it takes to read it, and

its low price, which is cheaper than a hamburger and a beer.Jones simplifies the golf swing to its

basic essentials. His focus is to swing and feel, rather than the more popular method of breaking

down the swing into its mechanical parts. Further, I particularly like his teaching philosophy of

concentrating on what you did right rather than what you did wrong.His perspective is old-school. He

played during the early 20th century and refers to and quotes the legendary Bobby Jones, who

certainly demonstrated how to swing a club. This stuff is precious, and even if its not all you need to

know, the golf wisdom here is right on.The direction is so simple that I intend to read it again to

maybe fully understand it.

Some books will never be dated and this is a fine example of such a book. It is pertinent today

because simplicity should never go out of style. Mr. Jones premise is that there is only one true

imperative to striking a golf ball...SWING THE CLUBHEAD! After taking a grip and stance there is

nothing else to think about. Instead of you initiating 20 different actions the golfer has merely to

allow his body to react to a swinging weight on the end of a stick. This is a classic instruction book

which will completely change the way you think about the swing. I very highly recommend it for

golfers of all levels.

a real classic. compared to the 'body swing' touted by most current teachers, this is the true

foundation of every swing and is what the pro's learned before they worried about the position of the

body during the swing. Learn this FIRST! Compares to De la Torre and Flick. A must!

One of the most easy to understand method books I have read,. Everyone who loves golf should

read this book. Goodbye swing thoughts!

There are a handful of books that every golfer should read, in my opinion. One of them is Ernest

Jones', "Swing the Clubhead". Jones discusses centrifugal force as the driving force for the golf

swing. He makes the contention that if you swing the clubhead, that all of the subsequent actions

(turn, weight shift, etc...) will take care of themselves. He gives a few simple drills and visuals to help



the reader allow the swinging motion to take place in their own golf swing. You can see from the

book, that Jones' is a part of the Scottish/English swinger era in golf, which I love. There are many

ways to swing the club, including the modern leverage swing, but I find it helpful to learn about how

golf was taught from different eras as well. Not only is the command of the English language a joy to

read, but you will gain tremendous insight on how simple this particular method of swinging the club

can be. It will greatly add to your understanding of how golf is played. If you are looking for some

simplicity with some science behind it, give this book a try.

I'm hitting better and farther since receiving the Ernest Jones Swing The Clubhead method.

This simple and straightforward method is often overlooked by instructors today. As an instructor of

the game, I feel this should be on the top of every teachers list of must-read books.

Great Place to start. I wish I had read many years ago. Study Mo Norman too, he read this book.
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